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UNESCO WORTHY
Porto Montenegro is no stranger to attention. The marina, which opened
in 2014 and is capable of accommodating vessels to 250 meters, is based in
the stunning UNESCO-protected Bay of Kotor. If you tire of the marina life,
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there’s lots to explore in the surrounding area — the well-preserved medieval
towns and castles are worth the trip.
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ARISE: THE
NEW MARINA HUBS
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The evolution of the destination marina — from helipads and private jet terminals
to a ski chalet for crew, modern marinas oﬀer far more than just a berth.
By Sophia Wilson
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Porto
Montenegro

The primary purpose of a marina is practical — a place to refuel,

The growth of destination marinas has seen them become central to the

restock, repair. However, over the past two decades the landscape of

coastal communities in which they are situated. Porto Montenegro, which

the industry has been revolutionized, with many marinas becoming

opened in 2014, is a prime example of this. Peter Munk’s multimillion-

destinations in their own right, designed to lure owners and entertain crew.

pound investment has transformed a disused naval base into a thriving

These new destination marinas act as large commercial operations,

marina village — the site even boasts Montenegro’s first boarding school,

complete with luxury spas, designer fashion labels, Michelin-starred

Knightsbridge Schools International, and naval museum. “A full service,

restaurants, and premium real estate opportunities. “Marinas have become

well managed, and well marketed marina should become a hub for tourism

much more than just a place to berth a yacht,” says Dan Hughes, chief

generally, which draws spending and improves the economy of the locality,”

operating officer of Camper & Nicholsons Marinas. “Owners, captains, and

says Hughes. The number of new developments under construction — from

their crew are looking for more. They need to feel special and looked after,

the €650 million development at Portonovi, also in Montenegro, complete

with privacy and safety as standard. This then creates a reason for them to

with the first One&Only hotel in Europe, to the 1.8 million-square-meter

spend on the services and the experience that the marina offers.”

Dubai Harbour — shows there’s no sign of this trend slowing yet.
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Despite the dramatic changes already experienced, the industry is

land, such as yacht stackers, and looking further ahead, there’s no doubt

braced for further developments. The biggest factor expected to affect

robotics will play a greater part in engineering and maintenance and the

future marinas is the increasing size of superyachts. “Marinas must grow

services we can provide.”

the number of large yacht berths available to meet the pipeline of yacht

Green credentials are also becoming an increasingly important factor

builds over eighty meters emerging over the next few years,” says Paul

for owners, captains, and their crew. “Those marinas who provide not

Cook, general manager at OneOcean Port Vell in Barcelona. “There is a

only facilities for collection and disposal of waste,” says Hughes, “but who

critical shortage of large yacht berths, which is only going to get worse.”

also consider the promotion and protection of marine ecosystems in their

Hughes believes a solution to the shortage of larger berths can be found
through inventive modern architecture. “Removing redundancy in design
and creating flexible space capable of berthing a wide range of yachts on

daily operations are likely to score higher when decisions are being made
on where to stop over with a yacht.”
In St. Kitts, Darby has seen a similar trend: “We are already seeing a

the same berth gives the marina operator the ability to be flexible,” he says.

greater response to protecting and restoring marine ecology,” he says.

Charles “Buddy” Darby, superyacht owner and founder of Christophe

“As the marina industry grows, treading lightly is demanding more

Harbour in St. Kitts, agrees that technology will be an important factor

commitment and more attention.”

in marina development. “With advances in science, engineering, and
technology, the possibilities for marina architecture are exciting,” he says.
“We’re starting to see the incorporation of shoreside innovations found on

FUTURE DESTINATIONS.. .
1: Dubai
Dubai Harbour
Designed to expand Dubai’s yacht capacity by 50 percent, the
1.8 million-square-meter Dubai Harbour will incorporate a
135-meter tall lighthouse tower. Located alongside world-renowned
Palm Island, the 1,400-berth marina for vessels up to 85 meters,
will also offer a cruise ship terminal, retail space, events arena,
shopping mall, and yacht club.
Scheduled opening: to be confirmed
www.meraas.com

2: Italy
Cala del Forte, Ventimiglia
Just eight nautical miles from Monaco, Cala del Forte marina will add
171 berths — ranging from 6.5 meters to 60 meters — to this packed
stretch of coastline. Developed by Société Monégasque Internationale
Portuaire, an organization owned by the Monaco government, upon
completion it will have a variety of shops, cafés, and either a lift or
funicular to take visitors to the historical Ventimiglia Old Town.
Scheduled opening: summer 2018

PHOTOGRAPHY: (BOTTOM) TJASA RAZINGER/SHUTTERSTOCK

www.caladelforte-ventimiglia.it

3. Montenegro
Portonovi, Herceg Novi
Capitalizing on Montenegro’s superyacht revolution, a new stateof-the-art marina is at the heart of a €650 million development
at Boka Bay. Portonovi marina will be able to accommodate yachts
up to 70 meters within its walls, with yachts up to 120 meters able
to make use of seasonal berths located on the external wall. The
development will also be home to a yacht club, created by Winch
Design, and the first One&Only resort in Europe.
Scheduled opening: summer 2018
www.portonovi.com
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CLEAN, GREEN
MARINAS
Take eco initiative!
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by Lauren Beck
It’s not all about the
Marina CostaBaja

amenities at marinas
these days. Most
ART

businesses are keen to

Build and Design

do all they can for the
environment — these

Mitigating your eco footprint obviously should begin as early as possible.

four marinas share their

During the construction of Limassol (2010–2013), the marina chose to

eco initiatives.

install the Seaflex anchoring system for its 12 floating pontoons. “In part,”

Many marinas — like

Lord says, “this was due to the minimal impact that this system has on the

PRODUCTION

Porto Montenegro,

seabed and local marine ecosystems.”

which is based in

Marina CostaBaja is another case in point. It was “conceived and

UNESCO-protected

designed from origin to be environmentally friendly,” says Gabriel Ley,

Boka Bay — always have

dockmaster of Marina CostaBaja. “The general layout and architecture

that eco consciousness

blends with the morphology of the bay, [and] the materials to build the

firing. “We do our best to

breakwater [are] similar to [those found] in the area.”

CLIENT

keep it clean because it
represents a patrimony

The International Blue Flag Jury made special note of construction
Porto Montenegro

practices after 2017’s very active hurricane season, with a goal to

for our planet,” says

“highlight the importance of resilient and sustainable ways of thinking,

Danilo Kalezic, senior marketing and PR manager at Porto Montenegro,

working, and rebuilding after these major climate occurrences.” They

which can handle vessels up to 250 meters. “The sea pollution, due to

believe these weather incidents will only grow stronger and more

various reasons, is a big problem worldwide and we do a lot of things to

frequent due to climate change.

keep our marina, both land and water, clean.” The marina has also received
5 Gold Anchors from The Yacht Harbour Association.
“We have always prioritized [eco] since operations began and [it’s]

Waste Management
Waste management is key in all businesses, including marina

an increasingly important (and urgent) consideration for all that have a

management. Who wants to berth in a dirty marina? Abell Point Marina,

direct impact on the environment — such as the yachting industry,” says

which is located close to Queensland’s Whitsunday Islands, has a robust

Tom Lord, assistant marina manager at Limassol Marina, a Camper &

recycling program where they recycle paper, cardboard, waste oil, and

Nicholsons Marina. Limassol, which became the first Blue Flag Marina

batteries. “Introduction of this marina wide has reduced general waste

in Cyprus in 2017, is very proud of its designation. “It helps us to bring

production from 5,500 cubic meters to 5,200 cubic meters per year based

awareness to the activities of the marina in our efforts to educate our

on same occupancy,” says Joscelyn O’Keefe, the marketing and business

customers and the local community about environmental best practice,”

development manager at Abell Point Marina.

says Lord. The Blue Flag program, which is more than 30 years old,

Every little bit counts — Abell Point, which offers more than 500 berths

encourages sustainable development in freshwater and marine areas,

for vessels from 12 to 60 meters, also provides an environmentally friendly

challenging “local authorities and beach operators to achieve high

shopping bag at each vessel’s check-in to reduce plastic waste. The marina,

standards in water quality, environmental management, environmental

a Certified Clean Marina Level 3/Fish Friendly Marina and a 5 Gold Anchor

education, and safety.” As of 2017, the Blue Flag is flown over 3,667

marina, offers in-berth pump out and facilities on the fuel dock. They’re

beaches, 681 marinas, and 72 boats. (For more details, check out

not alone — Porto Montenegro also offers in-berth pump out, and works

www.blueflag.global/criteria/.) It’s not the only program, however — there

with a local company to provide waste removal services. All work aboard is

are numerous clean marina programs around the globe from ICOMIA’s

forbidden at Porto Montenegro to reduce water pollution.

Clean Marinas, the Florida Clean Marina Program and its newer Clean &

With water a prime focus of marina life, it’s vital that marina staff work

Resilient Marina Program, which complements and provides additional

to keep their water healthy. Limassol’s marina staff conducts twice-daily

recommendations to “strengthen facilities’ ability to withstand natural

“sweeps” of the water to remove any floating debris. “The majority

and man-made disasters,” New Zealand’s and Australia’s Clean Marina

of this waste is plastics, which can be harmful to marine life,”

Program, Britain’s The Yacht Harbour Association, and more.

Lord says.
www.dockwalk.com | May 2018 53
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marina. “Basically, [it’s] a special gadget that is installed in the water
and it sucks in and collects small garbage floating in the water from
up to six meters away,” says Kalezic. “It really helps, especially since
we have 450 berths for yachts and the navigation is really busy all
the time.” Kalezic points out that summer can be dry in the area and

REPRO OP

fire is an issue, so the marina has launched its own fireguard boat to
Abell Point Marina

protect Boka Bay shores.
Marina CostaBaja also has a scientific bent and collaborates

Water quality is always of prime importance, and Lord shares how they

with University of Baja California Sur for environmental studies to be

work to keep the water clean. In three locations — the boatyard, boat-

performed in the resort. They also work to create new nursing grounds for

lifting and washdown area, and the fuel station — they installed perimeter

fish and invertebrates requiring shelter.

SUBS

drainage and SPEL Puraceptor class 1 filtration systems. These filter

Lord describes Limassol’s attempts by explaining the Blue Flag for Boat

runoff before it hits the sea. “This helps us to protect the marina’s waters

Owners program, which asks customers to “commit to an environmental

from the potential sources of land-based chemical pollution, as these

code of conduct designed to protect the water, ecosystems, and marine-life

higher-risk activities (hazardous materials are involved) are inevitably

nearby by teaching environmental best practice.” The marina also hosts

located in more open areas susceptible to large volumes of storm water

several eco-focused events yearly, including beach cleanups, kid activity

run-off,” Lord says.

days, and sustainable exhibitions. “We actively promote protection of

ART

Mexico’s Marina CostaBaja, based in the Sea of Cortez, offers 250 slips

the environment at every opportunity,” he says, and regularly reviews its

for boats from 30 to 220 feet. It has worked hard to transform its marina

equipment and procedures with the goal of improving environmental

waste in reusable material. “In particular, the waste management program

practices. The marina was awarded the ISO 14001 certification.

separates organic residue that produces compost for the landscaping
areas of the resort,” says Ley. “Inorganic waste is separated for recycling

“Education about these issues is key,” says Lord. “Individuals must take

PRODUCTION

purposes; the program includes distribution of information to staff,

personal responsibility for their impact on the environment and make

visitors, and tenants.” Since water is a key concern, all the marina’s

conscious choices about their buying habits, activities, and waste disposal

blackwater goes to the onsite water treatment plant and is then recycled

in order for the positive results to be seen.”

into the landscaping and on the golf course. But they go beyond that — “the
development’s water treatment plant is connected to the city’s sewer plant;
in order to warrant the volume of waste water required for the golf course,
CostaBaja purchases treated water from the city that would end in the bay,

CLIENT

thus minimizing the impact that this could cause,” Ley says. A desalination
plant on the premises produces all the marina’s potable water. All waste oil
and hazardous materials are stored for an authorized vendor, who picks up
the materials to move to a recycling facility. The marina volunteers yearly
for an environmental audit through the Federal Environmental Agency,
and has been awarded an Environmental Quality certificate, which is
similar to a Blue Flag certificate.
No surprise, but all marinas strive for energy efficiency. Abell Point
uses energy-efficient LED lighting throughout the marina, and the
dockhand concierge performs twice-daily checks to identify leaking
taps or misuse of water.

Eco Initiatives
Marinas are moving beyond the usual pumpouts, water quality, and waste
management to give something back. Abell Point is currently working
on a two-hectare parkland to develop the marina’s natural environment,
O’Keefe explains. “We rejuvenated the beach at a beach precinct adjacent
to the marina at our own cost, removed noxious weeds, built up the beach
and the bank, and planted native fauna,” O’Keefe says. But that’s not all
— their dining outlets are doing their part, too, and have signed up for
the Last Straw Campaign, “…[an] environmental initiative aim[ing] to
completely eradicate plastic straws from use in our region.”
Porto Montenegro currently has an ongoing cooperation with the
Institute for the Biology of the Sea, which allows the institute to conduct
scientific research into fish and shells, and controls the water’s cleanliness.
“The latest is that the sea near the marina is completely safe and clean and
it’s even good for swimming,” says Kalezic. “[There’s] no bad influence
from the boats.” One of the marina’s latest eco-projects is a partnership

Eco-Tourism Wins
Growing eco consciousness is a boon when you consider the stunning
locations these marinas call home. Marina CostaBaja is located in
the Sea of Cortez, which is one of the richest bodies of water on the
planet. A UNESCO World Heritage site, the Sea of Cortez supports 891
fish species (91 endemic), and contains 39 percent of the world’s total
marine mammal species and a third of the world’s marine cetacean
species. It’s also home to many species that exist only within its waters,
including the vaquita porpoise, one of the rarest and most endangered
marine mammals.
Abell Point Marina is located in Queensland on Australia’s
mainland, and is the gateway to the 74 Whitsunday Islands, the
majority of which are uninhabited national parks, and the Great Barrier
Reef. While the reef might not require much introduction, it’s worth
noting that its entirety has been a UNESCO World Heritage Site since
1981 as the world’s most extensive coral reef system. The area holds
scientific interest as the habitat of the dugong and the large green
turtle, both of which are threatened with extinction. The UNESCO site
writes, “The enormous size and diversity of the GBR means it is one of
the richest and most complex natural ecosystems on earth, and one of
the most significant for biodiversity conservation.”
Porto Montenegro is well known for its position in the Bay of
Kotor. A natural beauty, its UNESCO designation applauds the
architecture of the area’s fortified and open cities, settlements, palaces,
and monasteries, as well as their integration into the surrounding
landscape. Come for the marina, stay for the culture.
While Limassol, Cyprus, may not be on any UNESCO list, do
yourself a favor and check out its surroundings, including 14th-century
Lemesos Castle, which was built over Byzantine ruins. Cyprus’s beauty
and culture mean there’s much to explore.

with Australia-based startup Seabin — they have installed several in the
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